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Abstract

Methodology, theory, and practice in the ®eld of Human±Computer Interaction (HCI) all share the goal of producing interactive

software that can be used e�ciently, e�ectively, safely, and with satisfaction. HCI is cross-disciplinary in its conduct and multi-

disciplinary in its roots. The central concept of HCI is usability, ease of use plus usefulness. Achieving good usability requires

attention to both product and development process, particularly for the user interaction design, which should serve as requirements

for the user interface software component. This paper reviews some of the theory and modeling supporting the practice of HCI,

development life cycles and activities, and much of the practice that constitutes ``usability engineering''. Future application areas of

interest in HCI include new interaction styles, virtual environments, the World Wide Web, information visualization, and wearable

computing. Ó 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Human±Computer Interaction (HCI) is a ®eld of re-
search and development, methodology, theory, and
practice, with the objective of designing, constructing,
and evaluating computer-based interactive systems ± in-
cluding hardware, software, input/output devices, dis-
plays, training and documentation ± so that people can
use them e�ciently, e�ectively, safely, and with satisfac-
tion. HCI is cross-disciplinary in its conduct and multi-
disciplinary in its roots, drawing on ± synthesizing and
adapting from ± several other ®elds, including human
factors (e.g., the roots for task analysis and designing for
human error in HCI), ergonomics (e.g., the roots for
design of devices, workstations, and work environments),
cognitive psychology (e.g., the roots for user modeling),
behavioral psychology and psychometrics (e.g., the roots
of user performance metrics), systems engineering (e.g.,
the roots for much pre-design analysis), and computer
science (e.g., the roots for graphical interfaces, software
tools, and issues of software architecture).

1.1. Importance of usability

The entire ®eld of HCI shares the single goal of
achieving high usability for users of computer-based

systems. Not fuzzy and vague as it is sometimes per-
ceived, usability is tangible and can be quanti®ed. Us-
ability can be broadly de®ned as ``ease of use'', including
such measurable attributes as learnability, speed of user
task performance, user error rates, and subjective user
satisfaction (Hix and Hartson, 1993a; Shneiderman,
1992). However, an easy-to-use system that does not
support its users' needs, in terms of functionality, is of
little value. Thus, usability has evolved toward the
concept of ``usability in the large'' ± ease of use, plus
usefulness.

For expert users, usefulness is perhaps the primary
usability factor, the factor that provides immediate ac-
cess and a�ordance to the functionality without getting
in the way. This does not match the usual concept of
usability, more typically one that embraces learnability
and understandability for novice and casual users. This
kind of usability is, however, still de®ned by the mea-
sures of productivity, performance, and satisfaction; it is
just that this class of ``power users'' has di�erent criteria
for these metrics. This maxim, originally intended for
people, is also a good model for user interface designs:
``Lead, follow, or get out of the way''. A good interface
design leads the novice user through task performance,
follows intermediate user actions with informative
feedback, and gets out of the way of expert users.

Despite many research advances in interactive com-
puter systems, usability barriers still obstruct access to,
and blunt e�ectiveness of, the power of computing,
disenfranchising and disenchanting users across our
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whole society. As a result, our nation fails to accrue the
potentially enormous returns of our collective invest-
ment in computing technology. These barriers impede
human productivity and have a profound impact on
computer users in business, government, industry, edu-
cation, and indeed, the whole nation.

In the not-too-distant past, computer usage was es-
oteric, conducted mostly by a core of technically-ori-
ented users who were not only willing to accept the
challenge of overcoming poor usability, but who some-
times welcomed it as a barrier to protect the craft from
uninitiated ``outsiders''. Poor usability was good for the
mystique, not to mention job security. Now, unprece-
dented numbers of people use computers and the user
interface is often the ®rst thing people ask about when
discussing software. To most users, the interface is the
system; communication with the system has become at
least as important as computation by the system.

The goals of most organizations include increased
employee and organization productivity, decreased em-
ployee training costs, decreased employee work errors,
and increased employee satisfaction. These are also ex-
actly the bene®ts of achieving high usability in user in-
terfaces. Too often, especially in government and large
businesses, training is used as a costly substitute for
usability, and almost as often it fails to meet these goals.
Attention to usability by developers no longer requires
justi®cation in most quarters: ``Usability has become a
competitive necessity for the commercial success of
software'' (Butler, 1996).

1.2. Product and process

Achieving good usability requires attention to both
product and process. The product, in this case, is the
content of the user interaction design and its embodi-
ment in software. An e�ective process for developing
interaction design is also important, and a poor under-
standing of this process is often responsible for lack of
usability in the product. While state-of-the-art user in-
teraction development processes are based on formative
usability evaluation within an iterative cycle, much of
the state-of-the-practice is fundamentally ¯awed in that
remarkably little formal usability evaluation is per-
formed on most interactive systems. This is generally
changing now, in many industrial settings. However,
ensuring usability remains di�cult when evaluation,
because of real or perceived costs, is not standard
practice within interactive software development pro-
jects.

1.3. User interaction vs. user interface software

Developers attempting to incorporate usability
methods into their development environments often re-
fer to their usability e�orts in terms of ``evaluating

software'' or ``evaluating user interface software''. There
are many reasons for evaluating software, but usability
is not one of them. In the terminology of the simplistic
diagram below, usability is seated within the design of
the user interaction component of an interactive system
and not within the user interface software component.

Development of the interaction component, toward
which most HCI e�ort is directed, is substantially dif-
ferent from development of the user interface software.
The view of the user interaction component is the user's
perspective of user interaction: how it works, how tasks
are performed using it, its look and feel and behavior in
response to what a user sees and hears and does while
interacting with the computer.

In contrast, the user interface software component is
the programming code by which the interaction com-
ponent is implemented. The user interaction component
design should serve as requirements for the user interface
software component. Design of the user interaction
component must be given attention at least equal to that
given the user interface software component during the
development process, if we are to ensure usability in
interactive systems.

The overview of HCI topics, issues, and activities that
follows is, loosely divided into theory, interaction tech-
niques, development methods, and future trends. Re-
¯ecting its diverse roots, HCI is host to activity in many
topical areas, some of which are reviewed here. An at-
tempt has been made to capture a broad, inclusive cross-
section of a very dynamic ®eld, but this paper is not
intended to be an exhaustive survey, and no claims are
made for completeness.

2. Theory

HCI theory has its avid proponents. If the proportion
of literature devoted to theory is to be taken as an in-
dication, theory plays a strong role in HCI, but in fact
theory has not seen broad, direct application in the
practice of HCI. Indeed, some theory does o�er a basis
for user interface design guidelines, but the bulk of the
guidelines, in fact, arose mostly out of practice rather
than theory. Although cognitive principles underlie
many of the guidelines, they originated more in the ex-
perience and educated opinions of experts and practi-
tioners. Also, theory of work activity and of task
analysis are embodied in techniques such as contextual
inquiry, and cognitive theory is explicitly the basis for
claims analysis (Carroll and Rosson, 1992, for example).

Development of the user interface

Development of user
interaction component

Development of user interface
software component
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However, it is still the case that the bulk of real-world
practice could bene®t a great deal more from theory.

Much of the theory that is extant in HCI comes to it
from cognitive psychology (Barnard, 1993; Hammond
et al., 1987). Norman's theory of action expresses, from
a cognitive engineering perspective (Norman, 1986),
human task performance ± the path from goals to in-
tentions to actions (inputs to the computer) back to
perception and interpretation of feedback to evaluation
of whether the intentions and goals were approached or
met. The study of learning in HCI (Carroll, 1984; Dra-
per and Barton, 1993), as well as Fitts Law (relating
cursor travel time to distance and size of target)
(MacKenzie, 1992), also have their roots in cognitive
theory.

2.1. Task analysis

In order to design a user interface (or any system) to
meet the needs of its users, developers must understand
what tasks users will use the system for and how those
tasks will be performed (Diaper, 1989). Because tasks, at
all but the highest levels of abstraction, involve manip-
ulation of user interface objects (e.g., icons, menus,
buttons, dialogue boxes), tasks and objects must be
considered together in design (Carroll et al., 1991). A
complete description of tasks in the context of their
objects is a rather complete representation of an inter-
action design. The process of describing tasks (how
users do things) and their relationships (usually in a
hierarchical structure of tasks and subtasks) is called
task analysis and comes to HCI primarily from human
factors (Meister, 1985). There are various task analysis
methods to address various purposes. In HCI the pri-
mary uses are to drive design and to build predictive
models of user task performance. Because designing for
usability means understanding user tasks, task analysis
is essential for good design; unfortunately, it is often
ignored or given only minimal e�ort.

2.2. Models of human information processing

A signi®cant legacy from cognitive psychology is the
model of a human as cognitive information processor
(Card et al., 1983). The Command Language Grammar
(Moran, 1981) and the keystroke model (Card and
Moran, 1980), which attempt to explain the nature and
structure of human±computer interaction, led directly to
the Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selection (GOMS)
(Card et al., 1983) model. GOMS-related models,
quantitative models combining task analysis and the
human user as an information processor, are concerned
with predicting various measures of user performance ±
most commonly task completion time based on physical
and cognitive actions of users, with place holders and
estimated times for highly complex cognitive actions and

tasks. Direct derivatives of GOMS include NGOMSL
(Kieras, 1988), and Cognitive Complexity Theory
(CCT) (Kieras and Polson, 1985; Lewis et al., 1990), the
latter of which is intended to represent the complexity of
user interaction from the user's perspective. This tech-
nique represents an interface as the mapping between
the user's job-task environment and the interaction de-
vice behavior.

GOMS-related techniques have been shown to be
useful in discovering certain kinds of usability problems
early in the life cycle, even before a prototype has been
constructed. Studies (e.g., Gray et al., 1990) have dem-
onstrated a payo� in some kinds of applications where
the savings of a number of user actions (e.g., keystrokes
or mouse movements) can improve user performance
enough to have an economic impact, often due to the
repetitiveness of a task.

Nonetheless, these models have not achieved wide-
spread application within the tight constraints of in-
dustrial schedules and budgets, because of the labor-
intensiveness of producing and maintaining these rela-
tively formal and structured task representations, the
need for specialized skills, and because of the di�culty
in competing with the e�ectiveness of user-based us-
ability evaluation using an interface prototype. Further,
these techniques generally do not take individual dif-
ferences in user classes into account and are often lim-
ited to expert, error-free behaviors (not representative of
the typical user). In any case, it is generally agreed that
this kind of analytic approach to usability evaluation
cannot be considered a substitute for empirical forma-
tive evaluation ± usability testing of a prototype with
users in a lab or ®eld setting (see Section 4.2.3).

2.3. Human work activity

Another area feeding HCI theory and practice is
sometimes called work activity theory (Bùdker, 1991;
Ehn, 1990). Originating in Russia and Germany and
now ¯ourishing in Scandinavia (where it is, interestingly,
related to the labor movement), this view of design
based on work practice situated in a worker's own
complete environment has been synthesized into several
related mainstream HCI topics. For example, ``partici-
patory design'' is a democratic process based on the
argument that users should be involved in designs they
will be using, and that all stakeholders, including and
especially users, have equal inputs into interaction de-
sign. Muller and others have operationalized participa-
tory design in an approach called PICTIVE (Muller,
1991), which supports rapid group prototype design
using Post-Itä notes, marking pens, paper, and other
``low technology'' materials on a large table top.

This interest in design driven by work practice in
context has led to the eclectic inclusion in some HCI
practice of ethnography, an investigative ®eld rooted in
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anthropology (LeCompte and Preissle, 1993), and other
hermeneutic (concerned with ways to explain, translate,
and interpret perceived reality) approaches as qualita-
tive research tools for extracting design requirements.
Contextual inquiry/design (Wixon et al., 1990) is an
example of an adaptation of this kind of approach,
where design and evaluation are conducted collabora-
tively by users and developers, while users perform
normal work tasks in their natural work environment.
Much of this collaboration is based on interviews that
seek to make implicit work practice more explicit and to
draw out structure, language, and culture a�ecting the
work.

The task artifact framework of Carroll and Rosson
(1992) and, to some extent, scenario-based design follow
an ethnographic focus on task performance in a work
context. Scenarios are concrete, narrative descriptions of
user and system activity for task performance (Carroll,
1995). They describe particular interactions happening
over time, being deliberately informal, open-ended, and
fragmentary. Scenarios often focus on interaction ob-
jects, or artifacts, and how they are manipulated by
users in the course of task performance.

2.4. Formal methods

While not theory per se, formal methods have been
the object of some interest and attention in HCI (Har-
rison and Thimbleby, 1990). The objectives of formal
methods ± precise, well-de®ned notations and mathe-
matical models ± in HCI are similar to those in software
engineering. Formal design speci®cations can be rea-
soned about and analyzed for various properties such as
correctness and consistency. Formal speci®cations also
have the potential to be translated automatically into
prototypes or software implementation. Thus, in prin-
ciple, formal methods can be used to support both
theory and practice; however, they have not yet had an
impact in real-world system development and their po-
tential is di�cult to predict.

3. Devices, interaction techniques, and graphics

In contrast to theory, the in¯uence of interaction
devices and their associated interaction techniques rep-
resent a practical arena of real-world constraints, as well
as hardware design challenges. ``An interaction technique
is a way of using a physical input/output device to
perform a generic task in a human±computer dialogue''
(Foley et al., 1990). A very similar term, interaction
style, has evolved to denote the behavior of a user and
an interaction object (e.g., a push button or pull-down
menu) within the context of task performance. In
practice, the notion of an interaction technique includes
the concept of interaction style plus full consideration of

internal machine behavior and software aspects. In the
context of an interaction technique, an interaction ob-
ject (and its supporting software) is often referred to as a
``widget.'' Libraries of widgets, software that supports
programming of graphical user interfaces (GUIs), are an
outgrowth of operating system device handler routines
used to process user input±output in the now ancient
and impoverished interaction style of line-oriented,
character-cell, text-only, ``glass teletype'' terminal in-
teraction. At ®rst, graphics packages took interaction
beyond text to direct manipulation of graphical objects,
eventually leading to new concepts in displays and cur-
sor tracking. Of course, invention of the mouse and
advent of the Xerox Star and the Lisa and Macintosh by
Apple accelerated the evolution of the now familiar
point and click interaction styles. It is not surprising that
many of the computer scientists who developed early
graphics packages were also the ones who introduced
GUI interaction techniques as part of their contribution
to the HCI ®eld (Foley et al., 1990; Foley and Wallace,
1974). Standardization, to some extent, of interactive
graphical interaction techniques led to the widgets of
today's GUI platforms and corresponding style guides
intended for ensuring compliance to a style, but some-
times mistakenly thought of as usability guides.

This growth of graphics and devices made possible
one of the major breakthroughs in interaction styles ±
direct manipulation (Hutchins et al., 1986; Shneider-
man, 1983; Weller and Hartson, 1992) ± changing the
basic paradigm of interaction with computers. Unlike
previous command-line-oriented interaction in which
users plan tasks in terms of hierarchies of goals and
subgoals, entering a command line for each, direct ma-
nipulation allows opportunistic and incremental task
planning. Users can try something and see what hap-
pens, exploring many avenues for interactive problem
solving. This kind of opportunistic interaction is also
called display-based interaction (Payne, 1991).

4. Development methods and the relation to software

engineering

The di�erence between user interaction and user in-
terface software, mentioned in the introduction, results
in a need for separate and fundamentally di�erent de-
velopment processes for the two components of a user
interface.

4.1. Development life cycles

Studies deriving principles for user interaction de-
velopment (e.g., (Gould et al., 1991) vary, but all agree
that interaction development must involve usability
evaluation. Just adding some kind of ``user testing'' to
an existing software process is not enough, however.
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Usability comes from a complete process, a process that
ensures usability and one that attests to when usability
has been achieved (Hix and Hartson, 1993a). Most re-
searchers and practitioners also agree that an interaction
development process must be iterative, unlike the phase-
oriented, ``waterfall'' method (for example) for software
development. Although software can be correctness-
driven, user interaction design, because of in®nite design
possibilities and unpredictable, dynamic, and psycho-
logical aspects of the human user, must be self-correct-
ing. Thus, interaction development is an essentially
iterative process of design and evaluation, one that
must, in the end, be integrated with other system and
software life cycles. Within this cycle, the interaction
design is an iteratively evolving design speci®cation for
the user interface software. The star life cycle (Hartson
and Hix, 1989) for interaction development explicitly
acknowledges these di�erences from software develop-
ment, being unequivocally iterative, allowing the process
to start with essentially any development activity and to
proceed to any other activity before the previous activity
is completed, with each activity informing the others.

4.2. Development activities

4.2.1. Design and design representation
Design is closely coupled to, and driven by, early

systems analysis activities such as needs, task, and
functional analyses. Good interaction design involves
early and continual involvement of representative users
and is guided by well-established design guidelines and
principles, built upon the concept of user-centered de-
sign (Norman and Draper, 1986). Design guidelines
address issues such as consistency, use of real-world
metaphors, human memory limits, screen layout, and
designing for user errors. Additionally, designers are
expected to follow style guides (less oriented toward
usability than toward compliance with some ``standard''
style) in their use of widgets.

Although more recently some guidelines enjoy the
support of empirical studies, guidelines have typically
been scattered throughout the literature, based mostly
on experience and educated opinion. In a classic work,
Smith and Mosier (1986) compiled guidelines for char-
acter-cell, textual interface design. Others (Mayhew,
1992; Shneiderman, 1992) have followed to help cover
graphical interfaces.

Many practitioners believe it is enough to know and
use interface design guidelines, possibly in addition to an
interface style guide (e.g., for Windowsä). Experience,
however, has shown that guidelines and style guides do
not eliminate the need for usability evaluation. Experi-
ence has also demonstrated that, although guidelines are
not di�cult to learn as factual knowledge, their e�ective
application in real design situations is a skill acquired
only through long experience.

The creative act of design must also be accompanied
by the physical act of capturing and documenting that
design. Although many constructional techniques exist
for representing software aspects of interface objects,
behavioral representation techniques are also necessary
for communicating, among developers, the interaction
design from a behavioral task and user perspective. The
User Action Notation (UAN) (Hartson and Gray, 1992;
Hartson et al., 1990) is one such technique. The UAN is
a user- and task-oriented notation that describes the
behavior of a user and an interface during their coop-
erative performance of a task. The primary abstraction
of the UAN is a user task ± a user action or group of
temporally-related user actions performed to achieve a
work goal. A user interaction design is represented as a
quasi-hierarchical structure of asynchronous tasks. User
actions, interface feedback, and internal state informa-
tion are represented at various levels of abstraction in
the UAN. In addition to design representation, design
rationale (MacLean et al., 1991) is captured to record
and communicate the history and basis for design de-
cisions, to reason about designs, and to explore alter-
natives.

4.2.2. Prototyping
Rapid prototypes of interaction design are early and

inexpensive vehicles for evaluation that can be used to
identify usability problems in an interaction design be-
fore resources are committed to implementing that de-
sign in software. Much interest has been focused on low-
®delity prototypes (e.g., paper and pencil). Counter to
intuition, low-®delity prototypes have allowed develop-
ers to discover as many usability problems as found
using interactive computer-based prototypes (Virzi et
al., 1996). Paper prototypes are most useful early in the
life cycle, because they are more ¯exible in exploring
variations of interaction behavior, at a cost of less ®-
delity in appearance. Later in the life cycle, changes
made to the behavior of a coded prototype are more
expensive than changes in appearance. Almost all pro-
jects eventually move to computer-based rapid proto-
types for formal usability evaluation.

4.2.3. User-based evaluation
Summative evaluation is used to make judgments

about a ®nished product, to gauge the level of usability
achieved and possibly to compare one system against
another. In contrast, formative evaluation ± the heart of
the star life cycle ± is used to detect and ®x usability
problems before the interaction design is coded in soft-
ware (Hix and Hartson, 1993a; Hix and Hartson, 1993b;
Nielsen, 1993), aiding in the improvement of an inter-
action design while a product is still being developed.
For formative evaluation, unlike summative evaluation,
statistical signi®cance is not an issue. Formative evalu-
ation relies on both quantitative and qualitative data.
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The quantitative data are used as a gauge for the process
± as an indication that usability is, indeed, improving
with each design iteration and as a way to know when to
stop iterating. Borrowing an adage from software en-
gineering (and probably other places before that), ``If
you can't measure it, you can't manage it.'' The in-
struments used to quantify usability include benchmark
tasks and user questionnaires. Benchmark tasks, drawn
from representative and mission-critical tasks, yield
objective user performance data, such as time on task
and error rates (Whiteside et al., 1988). Questionnaires
yield subjective data such as user satisfaction (Chin et
al., 1988). In analysis of these quantitative data, results
are compared against pre-established usability speci®-
cations (Whiteside et al., 1988) ± operationally de®ned
and measurable goals, used as criteria for success in the
interaction design.

Even more valuable than these quantitative data are
the qualitative data gathered in usability evaluation.
Identi®cation of critical incidents ± occurrences in task
performance that indicate a usability problem ± are es-
sential in pin-pointing problems in a design. Verbal
protocol (capturing users' thinking aloud) helps de-
signers understand what was going through a user's
mind when a usability problem occurred, in order to
ascertain its causes and to o�er useful solutions.

These quantitative and qualitative data come typi-
cally from lab-based evaluation involving users as
``subjects''. While very e�ective, this process can be ex-
pensive. The need for faster, less costly usability meth-
ods has led to approaches, such as discount usability
engineering (Nielsen, 1989), that trade o� less than per-
fect and complete results for a lower cost. Inspection
methods (Nielsen and Mack, 1994) use systematic ex-
aminations of design representations, prototypes, or
software products. Cognitive walkthroughs (Lewis et al.,
1990; Wharton et al., 1992) and claims analysis (Carroll
and Rosson, 1992) are e�ective inspection methods, es-
pecially early in development, but can still be labor-in-
tensive and require special training, intimidating to
developers in search of cost-e�ective methods. Heuristic
evaluation (Nielsen, 1992; Nielsen and Molich, 1990),
reviewing compliance of an interaction design to a
checklist of selected and generalized guidelines, is an
even less expensive inspection method, but is limited by
the scope of guidelines used.

Inspection methods are e�ective at ®nding some kinds
of usability problems, but do not reliably pinpoint all
types of problems that can be observed in lab-based
testing. In fact, lab-based usability evaluation remains as
the yardstick against which most new methods are
compared in formal studies. Most real-world develop-
ment organizations continue to be willing to pay the price
for extensive lab-based usability evaluation because of its
e�ectiveness in helping them identify and understand
usability problems, their causes, and solutions.

4.3. Usability engineering

Many HCI practices, such as the employment of us-
ability speci®cations and various kinds of evaluation,
have been gathered under the banner of usability engi-
neering (Nielsen, 1993). This is a good appellation be-
cause it includes a concern for cost in the notion of
discount usability methods (Nielsen, 1989), the practical
goal of achieving speci®cations and not perfection, and
techniques for managing the process. This latter is im-
portant because iterative processes are sometimes per-
ceived by management as ``going around in circles'', not
attractive to a manager with a limited budget and
dwindling production schedule.

Usability speci®cations provide this essential man-
agement control for the iterative process. The quanti-
tative usability data are analyzed in each iteration and
results are compared with the usability speci®cations,
allowing management to decide if iteration can stop. If
the speci®cations are not met, data are assessed to weigh
cost and severity or importance of each usability prob-
lem, assigning a priority ranking for designing and im-
plementing solutions to those problems which, when
®xed, will give the largest improvement in usability for
the least cost.

4.4. Development tools

Almost any software package that provides support
for the interface development process can be called an
interface development tool, a generic term referring to
anything from a complete interface development envi-
ronment to a single library routine (Myers, 1989, 1993).
New software tools for user interface development ap-
pear with increasing frequency.

Interface development tools can be divided into at
least four types (Hix and Hartson, 1993a). Toolkits are
libraries of callable routines for low-level interface
features and are often integrated with window man-
agers (e.g., X, Windowsä). Interface style support tools
are interactive systems that enforce a particular in-
terface style and/or standards (e.g., OSF Motif,
Common User Access). User interface management
systems (UIMS) are development environments that
can include both prototyping and run-time support,
with the goal of allowing developers to produce an
interface implementation without using traditional
programming languages. Of these groups, the UIMSs
perhaps are the most interesting, have the most po-
tential, and su�er the most di�cult technical problems
(Myers, 1995).

These ®rst three categories primarily address user
interface software. A fourth category, interaction devel-
opment tools, provides interactive support for user
interaction development. Of all the interaction devel-
opment activities, the one most commonly supported by
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tools in this group is formative evaluation (Hix and
Hartson, 1994; Macleod and Bevan, 1993).

Although tools now exist on many programming
platforms to lay out objects of a user interface quickly
and easily, usability problems are not necessarily ad-
dressed by adding this kind of technology to the process;
many interface development tools are potentially a
faster way to produce poor interfaces.

5. Cost justi®cation

Economic justi®cation for usability e�ort in interac-
tive system development is now beginning to be estab-
lished (Bias and Mayhew, 1994). Broad acceptance in
business and industry requires further demonstration of
a return on investment; documented cases and success
stories are essential. The bottom line answer is that us-
ability engineering does not add overall cost, for two
reasons: Usability does not add as much cost to the
development process as many people think, and good
usability saves many other costs.

Considering cost added to the process, one must re-
alize that any added cost is con®ned. Interaction de-
velopment is a small part of total system development. It
occurs early in the process, when the cost to make
changes is still relatively low, and mainly impacts only a
prototype, not the ®nal system software.

Considering cost savings due to good usability, it is
easy to establish that poor usability is costly, and good
usability is all about saving cost. Usability is simply
good business. The most expensive operational item in
an interactive system is the user. People who develop
software are concerned with the cost of development,
but the people who buy and use a software application
are concerned with the costs of usage. Development
costs are mostly one-time, while operational costs ± such
as training, productivity losses, help desks and ®eld
support, recovery from user errors, dissatis®ed em-
ployees, and system maintenance costs (the cost of try-
ing to ®x problems after release) ± accrue for years.

Unless the net of analysis is cast broadly enough, the
problem with cost±bene®t analysis is that one group
pays development costs and another group gets the
bene®ts. It is necessary to include the people who pur-
chase computing systems, the ones who think about
which costs more: user-based tasks that are quick, e�-
cient, and accurate, or error-prone tasks that take more
time? confused users, or con®dent and competent users?

Beyond this kind of argumentation, used in software
engineering for years, substantial measurable economic
advantage can be accrued from usability. Case studies
have demonstrated that large sums of real money can be
saved by increasing user (employee) productivity alone
(Bias and Mayhew, 1994). In the end, these are the cases
that will make the di�erence.

Mantei and Teorey (1988) estimate that early
changes can cost less than one-fourth of the cost of
changes made after installation. More recently a
``powers of 10'' rule for the cost of changes has become
common in the lore. By this rule a given change made
in a low ®delity paper prototype at a cost of $1 is es-
timated to cost $10 in a computer-based prototype,
$100 in an early coded implementation, and $1000 af-
ter the system is deployed.

Mayhew and Mantei (1994) o�er a framework with
examples for estimating the costs of adding a usability
engineering program to a software development pro-
ject, including the costs of a usability lab setup, user
interviews, questionnaires, prototype testing, style
guide preparation, purchase of software tools, and
prototype construction and revision. Examples of costs
savings for increased productivity, decreased training,
decreased errors, and decreased late design changes are
also given.

A simple example of cost savings from productivity
increases is taken (and sanitized) from our own work
with a large real-world government agency. Consider the
economic impact of making just one design change af-
fecting just one kind of transaction in just one system, a
large distributed system with 75,000 users. The average
number of times this transaction is made by each user in
a day is 20. That is a total average of 1,500,000 occur-
rences of this transaction per day. The average user time
per transaction is documented at 5±20 min, and the
average time saved per transaction, due to improved
usability, has been measured at 30 s (modest compared
to typical cases which can save minutes). Given an av-
erage fully loaded hourly rate of $25.00 for the em-
ployees who use this system, the yearly savings are
enormous, being equal to

75; 000 users� 20 transactions=user-day� 0:5 min =

transaction� 230 days=year� $25=h� 1 h=60 min

� $71; 875; 000:00!

Karat (1994) goes beyond these simple cost±bene®t
analyses in presenting a business case approach to us-
ability cost justi®cation using estimates of increased
sales and revenues and calculations based on more so-
phisticated measures such as net present value of in-
vestment and internal rate of return.

6. The future

HCI is a relatively young and broadly diverse ®eld
with a rapidly growing impact on the world of com-
puting. Usability is now recognized as the crucial driving
force for user interface design and evaluation. The fu-
ture of HCI in this context can be viewed from a per-
spective of product and process.
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6.1. The future of HCI in products/applications

A rich part of the future of HCI is in its application
areas, which are growing more rapidly than the HCI
methods needed for their development. As an example,
it is unlikely that usability methods developed for
desktop applications will apply directly to virtual envi-
ronments, one of the most exciting areas of application
development. Despite intense and wide-spread research
in virtual environments, very little work has been ap-
plied toward developing the usability methods that will
be required to evaluate this new technology ± a neces-
sary coupling if virtual environments are to reach their
full potential. Similarly, groupware and computer-sup-
ported cooperative work (CSCW) (Baecker, 1993;
Grudin, 1994), multimedia (Blattner and Dannenberg,
1992), hypermedia, and interface access for the disabled
and impaired (Williges and Williges, 1995) will require
development of new methods for design and usability
evaluation. Educational technology for the classroom,
the Web, and the home is emerging as a giant applica-
tion area. Perhaps nowhere is usability more important
than in the discipline of education where understanding
and communication of concepts and ideas is the stock
and trade.

6.1.1. Beyond WIMP interfaces
We can expect interaction styles and techniques used

in products and applications of the future to expand
beyond the currently ubiquitous WIMP ± windows,
icons, menus, pointers ± or desktop-style interface.
While WIMP interfaces have provided a great step
forward for interfaces in static situations (e.g., word
processing, spreadsheets), innovative interaction tech-
niques that go beyond the WIMP paradigm are neces-
sary to meet user interface needs of demanding, real-
time, high-performance applications such as those found
in military applications, medical systems, ``smart road''
applications, and so on. Researchers are promoting a
greatly expanded vision of interaction beyond the lim-
ited interaction styles now available via just keyboard
and mouse, including extensions to current work in
graphic and visual displays (Mullet and Sano, 1995), use
of hands and feet (Buxton, 1986), eye movement (Jacob,
1993), haptic (touch) feel and force feedback (Baecker et
al., 1995), audio and sound (Brewster et al., 1993; Gaver
and Smith, 1995), voice (McCauley, 1984), and stylus
and gesture (Goldberg and Goodisman, 1995).

6.1.2. The Web
6.1.2.1. Problems and some attempts at solutions. The
Internet, the World Wide Web, and cyberspace are
technological and sociological frontiers with many
analogies to the frontier that was our West over a cen-
tury ago ± lawlessness and disorganization, with explo-
ration, expansion, and exploitation in every direction.

These incredibly fast-growing application domains bear
new kinds of usability challenges. Users having trouble
with an interactive system often cannot ®nd solutions in
user manuals or on-line help. They are more likely to
ask a friend, colleague, or co-worker for help. This
strategy can work in a local setting where there are other
users. However, users of the Internet and the Web will
often be remote and distributed, the network being their
workplace. For these isolated users, who are less able to
tolerate poor user interfaces and who will abandon ap-
plications that they ®nd too di�cult to learn and use,
there is often no one to ask when things go wrong, and
usability will have a large impact on productivity and
user satisfaction. For this large-scale environment with
its diversity of user types and characteristics, its variety
of application types, and potential user isolation, us-
ability takes on special importance.

Fortunately, some help in designing for usability on
the Web is on the way. Nonetheless, it appears to be
arriving in the same profusion of material, with the same
disorganization and the same varying quality as found
on the Web itself. Ironically, most of this help resides on
the Web, and it mostly comes in the form of style guides
and ad hoc prescripts.

An example of one of the better sources of Web de-
sign information (as of this writing) is the Web site of
the Yale C/AIM WWW Style Manual at:

http : ==info:med:yale:edu=caim=manual

This manual contains tips for designing Web pages,
improving site structure, aiding navigation in hyper-
space, and helping to guide users to important infor-
mation. More general discussion (and conjecture) can be
found at the site called ``WebHCI: A guide to HCI issues
of the Web,'' which uses resources provided by the
ACM SIGCHI group, and is located at:

http : ==www:acm:org=sigchi=webhci=index:html

Jakob Nielsen's ``Alert Boxes'' (moved to his personal
Web site at useit.com from the SunSoft Alertbox pages)
are linked to from the WebHCI pages and o�er exam-
ples of some of the best of this kind of topical discus-
sion. A good example is the page on WebTV usability,
at:

http : ==www:useit:com=alertbox=9702a:html

which reviews remote control design, wireless keyboard
options, learnability issues, screen size, and making the
Web more accessible to users with disabilities. Other
Alertboxes address topics such as the ``Top Ten Mis-
takes in Web Design'' and guidelines for multimedia
Web design.

The WebHCI pages contain reviews of good and bad
Web interface designs (to learn by example) and refer to
a number of design awards, of which the weekly Design
Excellence Award from the Internet Professional Pub-
lishers Association (IPPA) is typical. The research link
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on the WebHCI pages connects to a list of conferences
and workshops on Web design and usability. Microsoft
also maintains a Web site called the Microsoft Internet
Workshop at:

http : ==www:microsoft:com=workshop=

that o�ers help for authoring, design, and programming
of Web sites and Internet applications.

While some information on design and usability is
quite good, as one might expect with an emerging area
as rapidly growing and changing as the Web, much of
the information addressing usability on the Web su�ers
from the same problems as other Web-based material ±
lack of controls and reviews, instability of content and
location, and prodigious variation in quality. We do not
yet know what tools or techniques will be required for
the future to help Web users looking for more authori-
tative or proven methods to sort out the more organized
and more carefully reviewed information that has been
tempered with experience and empiricism.

This kind of control, however, is just what Microsoft
was trying to accomplish with its October, 1996 con-
ference entitled, ``Designing for the Web: Empirical
Studies.'' More information, including the conference
proceedings, on the Microsoft conference can be viewed
at:

http : ==microsoft:com=usability=webconf :htm

As testimony to its growth and importance, Web con-
ferences and journals are springing up. In June 1997, the
US West-sponsored Conference on Human Factors and
the Web will be held in Denver, already its third annual
meeting. The most recent ACM Conference on Human
Factors in Computing Systems (CHI'97, in Atlanta)
featured a special interest group meeting on Measuring
Website Usability. An entire new journal, The World
Wide Web, is devoted to research, case studies, surveys,
and tutorials related to the Web

�http : ==manta:cs:vt:edu=www=�:
Compared to other application areas, very little

found on the Web has had the bene®t of usability (or
other) evaluation. Probably more than in any other area
of computing, the paradigm is to ``put it out there and
see what happens''. For those who do seek to evaluate
their Web designs, present methods for usability evalu-
ation are not completely adequate. Better methods are
needed, especially methods tailored to the speci®c nature
of the Web as a user interface (e.g., much more attention
to navigation and the phenomenon of getting lost in
hyperspace).

6.1.2.2. Information searching: The major task. By far,
the most signi®cant kind of Web usage involves
searching for information. Shneiderman, Byrd, and
Croft propose a framework for common structure and
terminology for information searching with the aim of

faster learning for users, with increased comprehension
and better control at:

http : ==www:dlib:org=dlib=january97=retrieval=

01shneiderman:html

(in D-Lib Magazine, an on-line magazine devoted to
research on digital libraries). Shneiderman (1997)
identi®es four types of Web searching: speci®c fact-
®nding for a known item, extended fact-®nding, open-
ended browsing, and exploration of availability (e.g.,
``What genealogy information is at the Library of
Congress?''). His Object/Actions Interface Model is
adapted to the Web by focusing on four design com-
ponents: under the heading of task ± information ob-
jects/structure and information actions for navigation,
and under the heading of interface ± metaphors for in-
formation objects and a�ordances for actions.

6.1.2.3. Amateur and professional Web pages. At the
outset, design for presentation of information content
on the Web has mostly been an amateur undertaking.
The ``amateur side'' of the Web, still the bulk of the Web
today, includes individuals or groups who are often
professionals in the information industry, but who are
not trained speci®cally in design and/or usability. In
contrast, a more ``professional side'' is emerging. Or-
ganizations have begun to invest in stylish, attractive,
attention-catching, and interesting professionally-de-
signed Web pages. Corporations and other institutions
are willing to expend resources to employ professional
designers, especially in graphics and communications ±
the same skills that have made the commercial adver-
tising world what it is (for better or worse). The result
will be increasingly high production quality, rivaling
that of existing TV commercials.

The Web today is, by and large, information-oriented
and not entertainment-oriented, aside from the enter-
tainment value that accompanies searching for and
®nding interesting information. While still information-
oriented on the surface, the professional side of the Web
will also be moving toward more entertainment, or at
least ``edutainment'', through multimedia (e.g., audio
and video clips, extensive graphics and even animation)
where available bandwidth can support it.

The professional side of the Web is, in the main, a
commercial side. Expected commercial gain is usually
the justi®cation for resources invested in production
quality. But commercial objectives are not limited to the
professional side. Many small-scale business interests
are represented on the amateur side of the Web. The
di�erence is mainly one of tone ± the amateur side is
usually chatty, informal, and often personal, the style of
the roots of the Web and the Internet. On the amateur
side, everyone is an author, everyone is a designer, and
everyone has an opinion. The potential to propagate
poor usability is enormous. On the professional side we
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will at least see more slickness and more formality, more
obviously expensive production. Whether that translates
into better usability is yet to be seen.

6.1.2.4. Enter Web-TV. It is surely the professional side
of the Web on which Sony and Philips (and others) are
banking in their development of Web-TV, a Web-
browsing device using a phone modem connection to the
Internet, displaying on a TV screen, and using a remote
control for selecting and clicking. Typed input can be
made via an optional keyboard with infra-red connec-
tions or a ``soft'' on-screen keyboard. Although most
usability issues of Web-TV are yet to be discovered, we
do know that usage conditions are likely to be quite
di�erent from PC-based Web usage. Much of this dif-
ference is due to the relatively low bandwidth via phone
modem (until high band rate access to the Internet be-
comes publicly available, for example, via TV cable) and
the low resolution display viewed at a distance in a living
room. One is compelled to ask whether a user sitting ten
feet or more from the screen, in a living room full of
people, is an environment that (for example) supports
the task of composing a letter for email?

Finally, since TV users are almost exclusively en-
tertainment oriented, Web-TV users may, quite likely,
be looking for entertainment, too. It is not di�cult to
envision Web-TV applications connecting the com-
mercial world of TV and the information world of the
Web. Sponsors of TV shows are already giving their
Web addresses in TV commercials. Now viewers are
only a click away from details of a TV show sponsor's
story and information on products that catch their
interest.

6.1.2.5. Web URLs as references? As an aside, this ®eld
®nds itself increasingly confronted with a dilemma
stemming from the need to cite Web page URLs in
published work. Unfortunately, URLs are not archival
or permanent, and few, if any, publishers recognize a
Web URL as an acceptable reference type, with none
providing standard formats for their citation or refer-
ence. Indeed, some of the URLs cited in this paper did
change between the reviewed version and the ®nal ver-
sion. Some authors include a ``most recently accessed''
date as a ``freshness indicator''.

6.1.3. Information visualization
Information visualization is a well established area of

research and application with many signi®cant issues
that cannot be surveyed in this space. The essence of
visualization is graphical presentation of often large
volumes of numeric (and other) data in order to make
sense of its meaning. It is said, for example, that data
indicating a hole in the ozone layer existed for almost
ten years before an animated visualization revealed the
problem in a way that could be interpreted.

Because design for visualization requires consider-
ation of user cognition, researchers are attempting to
move these design issues away from opinion and per-
sonal taste into psychological underpinnings. Psycho-
physical issues (e.g., perception and cognition) are
strong determiners of usability, but they are rarely in-
cluded in design analysis for user interfaces that feature
information visualization. And that might be because,
despite the research attention this area has received, we
still lack an in-depth comprehension of the underlying
human perceptual and cognitive mechanisms that gov-
ern how displays of information are visualized and un-
derstood.

One type of task that is particularly well suited for
support by information visualization is search and
identi®cation, as commonly occurring in process control
tasks, where the user must monitor, and react to, dis-
plays of processes and events. The visual search task
involves scanning for and locating target objects or
events. Identi®cation involves semantic interpretation of
the display objects and events. A good example of this
kind of application is seen in air tra�c control displays ±
a large-scale, complex, real-time process in which user
performance can a�ect the safety of human lives.

Visualization involves encoding information ab-
stractions using graphical ``devices'', visual display ele-
ments that include color hue, color saturation, ¯ash rate,
object shape, object size, position, and alphanumeric
identi®ers. Choosing the right graphical device to en-
code a particular information attribute turns out to be a
surprisingly di�cult task (Nowell et al., 1996). The
challenge in interface design is to select graphical devices
that will support the expected range of user tasks, while
simultaneously supporting perceptual and individual
di�erences of the user population.

Di�erent kinds of data (e.g., nominal, ordinal, or
quantitative) require di�erent kinds of graphical devices.
Christ (1975) and Wickens and Andre (1990) have
compared graphical devices for visual search tasks, and
Cleveland and McGill (1985) have ranked graphical
devices for their ability to represent quantitative data.
Mackinlay (1986) has extended rankings to other kinds
of data.

Despite the fact that color is perhaps the most studied
graphical device, relatively little is understood about
how humans perceive and cognitively process color. Yet,
it is known that color is a very e�ective graphical device
for supporting search tasks, especially within high den-
sity displays (Christ, 1975, 1984; Smith and Thomas,
1964). Shape and size, as well as the display of letters
and digits, are also useful for searching.

One of the most studied questions about color has to
do with the number of colors that can be used in a
display and still be discriminable. The answer seems to
be about six (Christ, 1975; Shneiderman, 1992), espe-
cially in high density displays. More colors tend to re-
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duce, rather than enhance, user performance. One of the
problems with using color is that it has such cognitive
dominance that color coding tends to reduce the e�ec-
tiveness of most other graphical devices, especially ob-
ject size, used in the same display (Christ, 1975).
Conversely, object size a�ects perception of color. Fur-
ther, color seems to be the device with the most varia-
tion in perception due to individual di�erences.

In sum, visualization of data is an enormously im-
portant area of application for usability in design, but
many signi®cant problems remain, leaving it as an area
where design skills and intuition contribute at least as
much to results as theory and principles. Readers in-
terested in the scienti®c, communication-related, and
aesthetic aspects of this topic should see the well-known
books on graphical design for information display by
Tufte (1983, 1990, 1997).

6.1.4. Virtual environments
6.1.4.1. Lack of connections to usability. Despite broad
research in both ®elds separately, usability has not yet
generally been brought to bear on the exciting new
technology of virtual environments. Usability guidelines
and heuristics for virtual environments are rare, tasks in
virtual environments are not well understood, and
methods for usability evaluation based on user obser-
vation in a lab setting often cannot be applied in the
innovative physically interactive settings of virtual en-
vironments.

Virtual environment applications have interaction
styles so radically di�erent from ordinary user interfaces
that traditional user-task-based evaluation methods
may be neither appropriate nor e�ective. For example,
three-dimensional navigation, way®nding (Darken and
Sibert, 1996a), distance estimation (Eggleston et al.,
1996), object manipulation (Zhai and Milgram, 1993),
and visual search tasks present challenges unseen in
traditional GUI evaluations. Moreover, it is precisely
the characteristics that are unique to virtual environ-
ment applications that are key to their usability. For
example, perceived presence and perceived real world
®delity are critical within some virtual environments
(Snow, 1996), but are not addressed at all in existing
evaluation methods.

Nonetheless, the virtual environment community is
becoming aware of the need for usability evaluation.
Some guidelines have emerged for spatial input devices
(Hinckley et al., 1994), as have hints for three-dimen-
sional interface design and usability issues in feedback
hardware (Hannaford and Venema, 1995). However,
these approaches fail to address and integrate the com-
plex inter-dependencies present in virtual environments
among users, tasks, input devices, and output devices.
The immediate goal is to increase the awareness of the
necessity for virtual environment usability evaluation.
The near-future goal of the usability community is to

develop methods for virtual environment usability
evaluation.

6.1.4.2. Virtual environments as an extension of direct
manipulation. Inherently, virtual environments do not
contain the same kind of interface primitives standard to
GUIs (e.g., mouse-driven point-and-click manipulation
of icons, buttons, menus). In much the same way that
GUIs are direct manipulation extensions of textual
command-line interfaces, virtual environments are a
direct manipulation extension of the GUIs. More illu-
sion (Laurel, 1986) and more engagement (Hutchins et
al., 1986) are possible; there is more sense of task and
less sense of the computer as intermediary. Yet, de-
signers have often failed to take advantage of this op-
portunity, opting rather for users to interact with two-
dimensional GUI objects such as pull-down menus
hanging in three-dimensional space and operated with a
hand or ®nger, for example via a ``dataglove'' (once
again proving that a Fortran program can be written in
C++). Expression of commands with ®nger and hand
gestures can be very e�ective in virtual environments, if
appropriate and natural to the task as in the case of a
user holding a painter's palette in one hand while se-
lecting a color with the other. However, arbitrary en-
codings of ®nger and hand gestures to computer
commands frequently used in virtual environments is a
throwback beyond GUIs, all the way back to command
languages.

6.1.4.3. Presence and engagement. A major distinguish-
ing feature of virtual environments is inclusion of an
explicit concept of the presence of oneself. Studies have
shown that the perception of presence in virtual envi-
ronments can have a distinct e�ect on task performance
(Snow, 1996). Tied to the presence of self is the problem
of locomotion, moving about in virtual environments.
Given the restricted real space usually provided for the
physical actions of users, mapping user actions to virtual
locomotion is an enduring problem (Darken and Sibert,
1996b). A limited variety and range of real motions must
map to everything from the microscopic movements of
gene splicing to crossing vast distances in space. Even in
non-immersive (desktop) virtual environments move-
ment and navigation can be slow and unnatural.

Perhaps more profoundly tied to the concept of self
presence is the matter of avatars, graphical surrogates
for the user, the user's body, movement, activity, and
viewpoint (Benford, 1995) within the virtual environ-
ment. These animated on-screen stand-ins, controlled by
the user in real time are especially important when
multiple users are interacting as they share, explore, and
work in the same virtual environment. They are seen by
other users in the same part of the virtual environment
and the interaction of two or more users is accomplished
via the interaction of their avatars. This kind of inter-
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action has potential for application in areas such as
training, public education, and collaborative problem
solving.

On the other side of the coin, a possible danger of
avatars is confusion with so-called ``intelligent'' agents,
anthropomorphic devices intended to help users by do-
ing things for them. The role, value, and risks of an-
thropomorphism in user interfaces are controversial.
Shneiderman (1993) has been a forceful voice against the
use of anthropomorphism in computer interfaces. Shn-
eiderman argues, and we agree, that most users want a
comprehensible and predictable interface that gives
them sense of direct and immediate control over the
computer as an inanimate tool, a style that is funda-
mentally di�erent from how most users interact with
people.

In the context of presence and engagement, addi-
tional questions also arise about the degree of realism
(e.g., photorealism of graphics, detailed observance of
real-world physical laws) needed for a given task. For
example, what types of applications really need ste-
reopsis (true 3d imagery) (Hsu et al., 1994)? Realistic
haptic feedback (feedback to the sense of touch) is a
di�cult problem, mostly due to the physics involved.
We do not know yet what kinds of feedback (e.g., tac-
tile, vibratory, force-feedback) are necessary for various
types of tasks. Do environmental e�ects (e.g., wind, rain,
heat, humidity) have a place in virtual environments?
Possibly, for example, training soldiers to repair a heli-
copter in simulated blazing heat and blowing sand might
enhance training transfer to the counterpart real-world
situation. On the other hand, designers are still grap-
pling with cases where presence is too intense for some
users, resulting in motion sickness, dizziness, and dis-
orientation.

Finally, shared virtual environments are certainly
opening the door to social computing by providing
richer ways for interpersonal interaction via the Internet
and the Web. However, we must continue to question
the long term social and psychological e�ects, if virtual
environments become used as a substitute for normal
social interaction. In any case, we have not even scrat-
ched the surface of usability methods for evaluating
these complex interactions, unprecedented in the pre-
vious generation of GUIs.

6.1.4.4. Hardware devices. Much of the problem of
providing realism falls to the designer of hardware de-
vices. There are already far more physical interaction
devices in virtual environments than in traditional GUI
interfaces but, because physical interaction plays such
an important role in virtual engagement, there is a need
for even more and better interaction devices. We need to
begin with research that yields a better understanding of
which devices are best-suited (or ill-suited) to support
the appropriate physical interaction for particular tasks.

Certainly, the trend is toward involving the whole hu-
man body. Users soon reach a limit in virtual interac-
tion, beyond which the mouse, joystick, and even the
spaceball are indirect and unnatural. We will see more
development of devices such as haptic gloves allowing
users to grasp and point, eye tracking as a way for users
to indicate objects of interest, and interaction devices
that incorporate real-world props (tools with mass and
``feel,'' such as a real scalpel for a surgery simulation) to
support realism in interaction (Hinckley et al., 1994).

No matter what new hardware devices emerge, we
can be con®dent that our appetite for more detail, more
realism, and more e�ects will always outstrip our ability
to provide higher performance real-time displays and
the bandwidth to communicate them.

6.1.4.5. Application areas. Despite the enormous atten-
tion and resources directed toward virtual environ-
ments, there are only a few application areas that really
seem to bene®t from virtual environments. Examples
include training and simulation where safety and ac-
cessibility are issues, architectural design and walk-
through, engineering design and data visualization, and,
of course, entertainment. Clearly the potential exists for
more. The test that will tell in time is how well we can
separate glitz, glamour, and novelty from true utility.

6.1.5. Wearable computing
Finally, many technology forecasters have predicted

that, in addition to desktop computers and network-
based interaction we now know, the most signi®cant
area of future applications may be computing embedded
within appliances, homes, o�ces, vehicles, and roads.
Sometimes called wearable computers, these devices can
be strapped on one's wrist or embedded in a shoe! A
television news feature (CNN News, July 1996) de-
scribed a project at MIT in which a person's shoes will,
indeed, be instrumented so that as one gets the milk out
for breakfast in the morning, sensors note the milk is
getting low. Approaching the grocery store on the way
home, the system speaks via a tiny earphone, reminding
of the need to pick up some milk. (Perhaps a way can be
found to deliver milk over the Internet?!)

The requirements for usability of desktop and other
familiar systems will pale in comparison with the im-
portance of usability in this new era of computing. That
the average citizen will not tolerate training courses, user
manuals, or on-line help to operate everyday objects
such as refrigerators and automobiles compels designers
to take seriously their responsibility for usability. Issues
of social impact carry high risks if this kind of ``every-
citizen'' interface is threatening, intimidating, or di�cult
to use. In successful designs, the computing component
will be transparent, users not even thinking of them-
selves as users of computers. When human factors was
®rst adapted to user interfaces (e.g., Williges et al., 1987)
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ergonomics was largely ®ltered out. Interestingly, these
new devices, combining hardware, software, and ®rm-
ware as ``appliances'', will require a re-integration of
ergonomics as a part of usability.

6.2. The future of HCI processes

Development of future HCI processes will struggle to
keep pace with these new application areas and inter-
action styles. One area that is already changing among
real-world system developers is the representation of
roles and skills within interactive system development
teams. Usability specialists, human factors engineers,
and HCI practitioners are starting to take their long-
overdue places alongside systems analysts and software
engineers. These new roles imply the need for new kinds
of training in HCI methods. In the future (it has already
begun) these roles will also be joined by those with
technical writing and documentation skills and espe-
cially by those with graphic and visual design skills
(Mullet and Sano, 1995; Tufte, 1983); e.g., to use color
e�ectively (Shubin et al., 1996) and to design icons, av-
atars, and rendered images.

It is also expected that a signi®cant increase in future
HCI activity will be applied to developing new methods.
We are not only trying to develop more robust tools and
techniques for current GUIs, but to understand what is
needed for future interaction styles. There is especially
an on-going need for new high-impact usability evalu-
ation methods. High impact means cost-e�ective, ap-
plicable to a wide variety of application types (e.g.,
World Wide Web applications), applicable to many new
interaction styles (e.g., virtual environments), and suit-
able for gathering usability data from remote and dis-
tributed user communities.

Among the approaches to remote evaluation just
emerging, most either are limited to subjective user
feedback (Abelow, 1993) or require expensive band-
width to support video conferencing as an extension of
the usability lab (Hammontree et al., 1994). A method
based on user-assisted critical incident gathering (Hart-
son et al., 1996) has been proposed to bypass the
bandwidth requirements required for full-time video
transmission and to save in analysis costs.

Methods and software support tools are also in de-
mand for boosting return-on-investment for resources
committed to usability evaluation. Koenemann-Belli-
veau et al. (1994), p. 250, articulate this need: ``We
should also investigate the potential for more e�ciently
leveraging the work we do in empirical formative eval-
uation ± ways to `save' something from our e�orts for
application in subsequent evaluation work.'' Most of the
time results from usability evaluation are applied only to
speci®c usability problems in a single design. Database
tools for information management of the results would
accrue immediate gains in e�ective usability problem

reporting (Je�ries, 1994; Pernice and Butler, 1995).
More signi®cantly, a usability database tool would af-
ford some ``memory'' to the process, amortizing,
through reuse of analysis, the cost of results across de-
sign iterations, and across multiple products and pro-
jects. Beyond organizational boundaries, a collective
usability database could serve as a commonly accessible
repository of a science base for the HCI community and
a practical knowledge base of exemplar usability prob-
lems, solutions, and costs.

The future of HCI is both exciting and challenging.
As we move beyond GUIs and as we develop new
methods, the problems continue to increase. But the
promise of these new products and processes will come
to fruition through the e�orts of a vital and proli®c
community of HCI researchers and practitioners.
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